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When young Nevil Beaucharap was throwing off his midshipmans jacket for a holiday in the
garb of peace, we had across Channel a host of dreadful military officers flashing swords at us
for some critical observations of ours upon their sovereign, threatening Afric stires and
savagery. The case occurred in old days now and again, sometimes, upon imagined
provocation, more furiously than at others. We were unarmed, and the spectacle was
distressing. We had done nothing except to speak our minds according to the habit of the free,
and such an explosion appeared as irrational and excessive as that of a powder-magazine in
reply to nothing more than the light of a spark. It was known tliat a valorous General of the
Algerian A vars proposed to make a clean march to the capital of the British empire at the
head of ten thousand men ;which seems a small quantity to think much about, but they wore
wide red breeches blown out by Fame, big as her cheeks, and a ten thousand of that sort would
never think of retreating. Their spectral advance on quaking London through Kentish
hop-gardens, Sussex corn-fields, or by the pleasant hills of Surrey, after a gymnastic leap over
the riband of salt water, haunted many pillows. And now those horrid shouts of the legions of
Ctesar, crying to the inheritor of an invading name to lead them against us, as tlie origin of his
title had led the army of Gaul of old gloriously, scared sweet sleep.(Typographical errors
above are due to OCR software and dont occur in the book.)About the Publisher Forgotten
Books is a publisher of historical writings, such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science, Religion,
History, Folklore and Mythology.Forgotten Books Classic Reprint Series utilizes the latest
technology to regenerate facsimiles of historically important writings. Careful attention has
been made to accurately preserve the original format of each page whilst digitally
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into the : Beauchamps Career (Perfect Library) (9781512161649) by George Meredith and a
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